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      english translation to come...
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            Canavalia

      Canavalia maritima (20g) 

In South America and the Gulf Coast of Mexico dried leaves of Bay Bean were considered sacred and designed around the graves of the Mazatec and other tribes. 

The dried..
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            Catmint

      Nepeta cataria (50g) 

Cats appear to be almost mystically attracted to this often-grown ornamental herb, and clearly feel a strong psychoactive effect upon contact with it - hence the name Catnip.
..
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            CBD Hemp Sinsemilla 6%

      CBD Hemptea Sinsemilla 6% (5g)
..

            
                20.00€              
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            Combretum

      Combretum quadrangulare (20g) 

Combretum is originally from Amphoe Na Kae district of the province of Nakhon Phanom in the northeast of Thailand. This is at the extreme north-eastern border of Thai..
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            Mulungu

      Erythrina mulungu (50g) 

The mulungu tree or Erythrina mulungu is also occasionally called the coral flower, because the flowers are colored and shaped in a way similar to coral. 

Mulungu, disco..
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            Passionsflower

      info soon to come
..
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            Skullcap

      Scutellaria galericulata (50g) 

Skullcap is a wonderfully relaxing and nerve-calming herb used traditionally throughout Europe to treat anxiety and restlessness. 

Skullcap tea is a very relaxed ..

            
                7.90€              
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            Wild Lettuce

      Lactuca virosa (20g) 

The oldest representation of Wild lettuce is in a set of Egyptian grave paintings, which date back to 4500BCE. The lettuce was part of the cult of the god Min, who was worship..

            
                7.90€              
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            CBD Hemp Lemon Haze 5.3% 

      CBD Hanftee Lemon Haze 5.3%  (5g)
..

            
                25.00€              
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            CBD Hemp White Widow

      CBD White Widow  (5g)
..
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            Kava Kava - Vanuatu

      Piper Methysicum (50g powder) from Vanuatu

 

The kava-kava plant, has been used by native people from New Guinea to Australia for centuries. The traditional drink, as drunk in the Western P..

            
                13.90€              
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            Kratom Bali (10g)

      Mitragyna Speciosa (10g) - mostly energizing

Kratom is indigenous to the rainforests of South-East Asia, it is found predominantly in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Effects come on within fi..

            
                7.90€              
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            CBD Hemp Erdbeerli 6% 

      CBD weed Sinsemilla 6.9% CBD (5g)
..
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            Kava Kava - Hawaii

      Piper Methysicum (50g powder) from Hawaii

 

The kava-kava plant, has been used by native people from New Guinea to Australia for centuries. The traditional drink, as drunk in the Western Pa..

            
                14.90€              
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            Kratom Bali (50g)

      Mitragyna Speciosa (10g) - mostly energizing

Kratom is indigenous to the rainforests of South-East Asia, it is found predominantly in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Effects come on within fi..

            
                29.00€              
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            Kava Kava - Fiji Waka premium

      Piper Methysicum (50g WAKA micronised powder) from Fiji

 

The kava-kava plant, has been used by native people from New Guinea to Australia for centuries. The traditional drink, as drunk in ..

            
                14.90€              
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            Kratom Bali (1kg)

      Mitragyna Speciosa (10g) - mostly energizing

Kratom is indigenous to the rainforests of South-East Asia, it is found predominantly in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Effects come on within fi..

            
                199.00€              
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            Kratom Borneo (10g)

      Mitragyna Speciosa (10g) - mostly sedating

Kratom is indigenous to the rainforests of South-East Asia, it is found predominantly in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Effects come on within five..

            
                7.90€              
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            Kratom Borneo (50g)

      Mitragyna Speciosa (50g) - mostly sedating

Kratom is indigenous to the rainforests of South-East Asia, it is found predominantly in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

Effects come on within five..
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        		CBD Hanftee Lemon Haze 5.3%  (5g)
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        		Mitragyna speciosa (1kg) - very euphoric and energizing

Kratom is indigenous to the rainforests of South-East Asia, i...
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